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During the COVID-19, the cancer care is one of the most effected fields. The cancer care is
either delayed or discontinued during the pandemic because of which cancer patients had to
face resource constrain. Limited resources availability during this pandemic led to delay in
the cancer diagnosis, undetected/ untreated cases and worse prognosis. The scenario of
cancer care is even worse where the south Asian countries including India and Pakistan are
considered due to unavailability of experts and adequate resources. Moreover, due to
compromised
immunity, the cancer patients are advised to restrict the number of visits to their Oncologist.
Multipronged strategy to be included in different spheres of cancer treatment and cancer
care. The ultimate motto of which is to ensure the well-being of cancer patients. The south
Asian countries are framing different recommendations and guidelines to ensure the
management of cancer patients through virtual/artificial intelligence modes, so that it shall
promote contact less care and management of cancer patients in these countries. Since the
beginning of Corona pandemic cancer care and research has been side lined all across the
globe and in India & Pakistan as well. This article discusses about effect of SARS-CoV-2 on
cancer treatment and nursing in these countries. The strategies for cancer research have also
been changed now to cancer care. Urgent need is there to find-out causes of delay in
treatment and diagnosis on different stages of cancer. There is a need to minimise the
obstacles if the pandemic contin es over the coming months.

Introduction
COVID-19 a pandemic that came as an infectious and contagious disease caused by recently found
virus SARS-CoV-2 or Corona virus originated in Wuhan, China on December 2019 [1]. Breaking all
the records in Wuhan, soon it spread to the entire world effecting drastically the most developed
and medically advanced countries like Italy and United States [2]. The spread of virus from China
soon turned into an outbreak causing deaths with respiratory and multiple organ failures worldwide
especially seen in immunosuppressed individuals to an extent that WHO had to declare it as an
emergency.
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It declared and advisory stating that old people (above 60 years), kids (below 10 years), diabetic
individuals, individuals with breathing troubles and Cancer patients should stay at home in
quarantine to prevent themselves from COVID attack [3-4]. From studies conducted on several
patients it was reported in Journal of Cancer Discovery in June 2020 that the patients with cancer
are more prone to critical illness & die than the infected general population [5]. According to the
various cohort studies conducted in a hospital in Wuhan, China from the period of December 2019
till June 2020 it was analysed that overall cancer patients admitted during this period, 79% were
COVID positive in which 39% died in Intensive care unit while during the same period the general
population of admitted to the same hospital was 37% COVID positive out of which 8% died, drawing
the hypothesis that cancer patients are more vulnerable to the disease [6].
It was also observed through these cohort studies that the rate of fatality in case of COVID-19 was
more due to multiple organ dysfunction than acute respiratory failure despite of the fact that it
belongs to the family of SARS virus. This led to the explanation that this virus seriously affected the
individuals with weak immunity like in Cancer patients that are undergoing chemotherapy and
harmful medications. Such patients on attack with this virus developed multiple organ dysfunction
more quickly than cancer patients who were not undergoing any chemotherapy [7].
Among the cancer patients it was found that the patients suffering from lung cancer, hematologic
cancer and metastatic cancer stage IV were more prone to fatality due to COVID than
nonmetastatic patients [8-9] and had more serious conditions. In addition to that the patients who
had in past cancer surgery were also more prone to complexities of COVID to an extent of reversal
of cancer or higher death rates [10].
The researchers and medical expert however do not conclude that COVID can cause fatality only to
Cancer patients. There are several other factors that also came into light during these cohort
studies. It was found that the patients suffering from cancer that died due to COVID were also older
in age and some had history of smoking and breathing problems apart from going through
chemotherapy [11]. One thing common all the fatal cases was poor or suppressed immune system
in entire world including India.

Relation of Immune system with COVID
The ability of Virus to imitate the machinery of its host makes it difficult by our immune system or
our defence system to locate any foreign particle especially if we have weak immune system. A
healthy individual has strong force of defence cells inside the body that comprises of Major
Histocompatibility Complex 1, Cytotoxic T cell, Helper T cells, Natural Killer cells, Macrophages
etc. They all act as one big army that acts against any infection in our body. Virus usually release a
protein called Viral interferons, that triggers the defence mechanism in the body. Once identified
through MHC1 representation on infected cell, the cytotoxic cells release various enzymes to kill
the virus by apoptosis. In case if Cytotoxic cells fail then macrophages and natural killer cells
directly kill the infected cell with virus as a whole. So, it is seen that the machinery in our body is
strong enough to combat any viral attack even if the virus mutates itself multiple times [12-13-14].
In cancer patients the tumour type, the stage of cancer, the age of patient, the type of therapy and
supportive medications for cancer decide the rate of probability of contracting the viral infections.
Such patients are immunocompromised because of antineoplastic therapy, chemotherapy (Steroid
Supportive Medications) and immunosuppressive nature of cancer cells. Such cells alter the innate
defence system of the body or may augment an untimely defence response like programme cell
death/ apoptosis. Beside this usually the cancer patients that are old have other comorbidities and
they have frequent visits to hospitals and nursing care, that further amplifies the complexities
making them more prone to COVID attack [15]. So, it is clear from the above discussion that if one
has strong immunity then chances of contracting COVID is less or if infected the severity of
complication will be less and the recovery will be more.
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Management and treatment of Cancer in India during COVID-19
India is a developing nation with upcoming medical facilities and updated medical care and to
compare with medical giants like Italy, China, France and US is bizarre. Still India has put forward
a strong front in combating the fatality of COVID-19. The ratio of fatality to the population of India
effected is lower than the recovery ratio which was appreciated by WHO also [16]. The entire world
is fighting the same catastrophe and experiencing the similar failures. For the first time entire
world is united to fight the disaster with medical suggestions and practical approach taken by
developed nation as the guiding light for health care workers and researchers worldwide [17]. But
in India, the shoddy health care infrastructure, lack of good doctors and health care staff,
inadequate knowledge and preparedness of pandemic and improper supply of resources has
seriously compromised the patient care and safety of health workers. The hospitals being infected
with COVID-19 has further worsen the situation. Even the Cancer Institute’s scaled back after the
reports received from China stated that COVID-19 is worse in Cancer patients [18]. With all these
adversities and rationing in patient care the health workers in India designed their innate care
delivery strategy especially for Cancer patients. The first strategy that was designed by two
healthcare professionals of Tata Memorial hospital for cancer care delivery during COVID-19 as
briefly mentioned below [19].

COVID-19 measures at Tata Memorial Centre (19)
1. Management
Formation of a committee known as COVID-19 task force & day by day briefings and formulating
action plans.
2. Cancer Care
Avoiding complex medical procedures which requires various blood transfusions and delayed
emergency care ward, Use of hypo-fractionated regimes at any point (eg, for breast, prostate, and
lung cancers); arrangement of palliative radiotherapy in a uni-division/week by week course of
action and Myelosuppressive systematic therapy should be decreased; moving on online specialists
whenever possible; When extent of advantage is minimal the action should be postponed.
3. Directed- Patients
Checking camps to be made outside the cancer centre which will lessen patient visits, limitation in
family members & companions in outpatient department and inpatient department, while routine
follow ups should be changed to an online mode i.e. tele counsel.
4. Alerting Hospital
Foundation of set working systems for suspected cases/affirmed COVID-19 disease, body
temperature facility and making of isolation area
5. Staff-Directed
Paid leave to be given to the individuals with high-risk (old aged staff, staff who is consuming
immunosuppressive drugs, and pregnant staff); Shift changing of employees to guarantee an
alternative in case of an occurrence of isolation and Provision to shift staff in emergency bus who
are not able to arrive at work as a result of the transportation lockdown.
In India the hospitalisation is being given to most priority cases and mostly people if else healthy
with no complications are advised self-isolation and quarantine for 14 days with basic medical and
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civic facilities from the state government. However, with cuts in hospitalisation and basic medical
facilities the cancer patents are more prone to risk that otherwise is not life threatening at once.
The cancer institutes and hospitals all over India are giving treatment first to the more curable
cancer cases effected with COVID-19 that would benefit from the treatment over the non-curable
ones that were as such in palliative care and the treatment would give only marginal effect. The
decision helped in saving further the life of cancer patients with treatment for COVID-19 along with
lifesaving cancer treatment. The decision seems harsh but in this pandemic time this is the only
way to avoid regular cancer screenings and follow ups of cancer patients as to safeguard them from
nosocomial infections related to infected hospitals and infected healthcare staff [20].
The establishment of National Cancer Grid that is the online web network of all the cancer centres
in India was made by Tata Memorial Centre. This helped in sharing information and health
protocols with the cancer specialist all over India through weekly webinars and webex. This is one
of the most remarkable steps under Cancer Care strategy during COVID-19 by an institute. It has
brought all the Cancer treatment and Preparedness for COVID-19 under one roof so that
everywhere in India the cancer patients at this time are given similar lifesaving treatment [21].
The measures that are being taken by the health department of the State for safeguarding cancer
patients is appreciable however, more important is preparedness of cancer patients by providing
them complete knowledge of COVID-19 and its precautions. Informing them about basic hygiene,
self-isolation, taking natural immunity boosters along with prescribed medicines and guiding them
the new hospital care and visit only when it is very urgent [22]. To avoid increase of Coronavirus in
Cancer patients the WHO guidelines i.e. isolate, test, treat and trace have to be adopted stringently
for this Aarogya Setu app by Government is also very helpful. Through this app a Cancer patient
can be aware of any active cases near his locality and the contaminant zones around his locality
[23-24].
The Cancer centres through online follow ups with their patients are planning the treatment for
them revolving around the strategies by Tata Memorial Centre [19], that has been broadly divided
in categories: a) planned surgery- if required as per priority or can be delayed, b) undergoing
immunotherapy, radiotherapy or chemotherapy- if necessary or can be delayed with specific lifesaving cancer medications for time being, c) Stem cell transplantation- If not life threatening can be
delayed and those with recent transplant should be kept in isolation to prevent them from
COVID-19 infections,d) Antiviral therapy- this usually generated prophylactic response so yet it has
to be confirmed that such therapy can be given to immunocompromised individuals, hence it should
be avoided, e) antiviral medicines like Hydroxychloroquine, remdesivir7 etc are being given for
treatment of COVID-19 but these drugs are not designed for COVID treatment so to try them on
cancer patients is very risky and lastly (f) plasma therapy- The therapy involves transfusion of
plasma cells carrying antibodies for COVID-19 from cured COVID-19 warrior to infected COVID-19
patient, thereby generating quick immune response in that patient and safeguarding him against
this deadly virus [25]. Recently Delhi CM Arvind Kejriwal got approval for Plasma Therapy from
ICMR to be conducted in hospitals named Rajeev Gandhi Super Speciality and LokNayak Jai
Prakash for cancer patients after a successful clinical trial. It helped to moderate infected
COVID-19 patients and is able to save their lives but in severe cases even this therapy is failing. So,
Rajiv Gandhi Cancer Research Hospital is using this therapy on those cancer patients that are not
very fatal and have chances to survive. These patients after therapy are given pulse oximeter to
monitor their oxygen level daily [26].
So, it can be clearly stated that the effect of Cancer treatment during COVID-19 is shifted to
Elective and Selective mode. The cancer centres as per WHO guidelines will isolate the patient first
and if tested positive for COVID will be selected for life saving treatment and the surgery for the
treatment of the cancer will be postponed by surgeon under elective surgery discipline that is
depicted below [27]:
1. Examination of surgical need of cancer patient
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2. Preparedness of Hospital with logistics and resource for the surgery
3. The consequences post-surgery to be mapped and aware to the patient
4. If delayed or postponed what risk it may impose to the patient
5. After analysis of above four points the final decision has to be taken.
This elective surgery discipline is very helpful in current scenario of cancer treatment in India as
they are selected for cancer surgery only if they have two COVID-19 tests as negative after 72
hours. This step was taken because the cases of asymptomatic carriers is increasing in India in that
case if inert COVID-19 patient undergoes surgery it may lead to severe critical complications and
immune suppressions in individuals leading to their death. So, it is advisable till it is not necessary
all the surgeries should be deferred [28].
The nature fury or a bio weapon, the source of COVID-19 is still untraceable but the magnitude of
its occurrence and prevalence has made it listed in one of the most-deadly disease in the world. It’s
completely delusional as to when the COVID-19 outbreak will be over so every state is doing it
preparedness post COVID times as well. Healthcare professionals are being given psychological
help and all the possible support and resource so that they remain to be the COVID -heroes. The
researchers, DRDO, CSIR, ICMR and all the research labs in India are trying hard to develop a drug
or vaccine to eliminate this virus. The Government on other hand has increased testing
laboratories, makeshift isolation centres and hospitals while stocking the antiviral and antimalarial
drug in store [29]. The population of India are utilising their lockdown period in developing
immunity and hygiene in themselves and guiding others around them to do the same. Probably on
brighter version of life Post COVID-19 the cases in Cancer should reduce as people are trying to be
more fit by doing yoga and exercises. They are more hygienic and eating healthy food and
maintaining balanced diet that builds their immunity. So, hope for a brighter future for India post
COVID-19 [30].

COVID-19 in Pakistan
Corona virus started spreading in Pakistan in Late February, 2020. Initially the number of cases
remained low as China borders closed and check on the International flights were performed. Later
at the end of February it started rising as 3000 religious pilgrimage returned from Iran and Saudi
Arabia, with many are the carriers. Although the Government officials were strongly criticised for
chaotic response but even then, most of the people were quarantined in sub-optimal conditions.
Some countries including China also helped the Pakistan Government for coping the condition. At
the end of March an increase was seen as most of the Pakistanis overseas from heavily infected
countries travel back [31-32]. Initially the complete lockdown started since 13th of March. The
social distancing measures were advised, large gathering of religious congregation was not
prescribed. The month of March and April remained closed for all educational institutes, offices and
business. Nowadays, country is in a state of partial lockdown and they are reluctant for a complete
lockdown because of fear of economic havoc as 25% of the population are on daily wages. New
facts and data of India also suggest this type of fear is most likely to be found in the developing
Asian countries [32]. Stabilizing the economic loss in front of the COVID-19 is an inevitable task
and Government like Pakistan which falls under low and middle income is already facing it.

Cancer care scenario in COVID era
Pakistan, is very populous with a head count of 220 million people. With each passing year the rise
in the new cases of cancer also increased each year with 200,000 each year. There are very few
centres in this country. The main hospital that is dealing with cancer sufferers are Shaukatt
Khannum Memorial Cancer Hospital and their centres for research. These hospitals are also
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overburdened with the patients. Every year 45,000 new patients come to register for treatment in
these research hospitals. Due to the limitation in the capacity only 10,000 new cases are able to be
accepted while the remaining cases are declined. Pakistan also has more than 11% of the patient’s
which falls under category of child and sufferers are not only of Pakistan origin but also from
neighbouring countries as Afghanistan [31-32-33-34].
Although the cancer hospitals accept the patients free of charge irrespective of the race and
nationality. But there is a lack of availability and resources to deal with such larger population of
people. The national budget and health structure if fragile and patchy. With the advent of corona
pandemic, the situation seems to become more worse as the country already has limited ventilators
of 4000 working ventilators for a population of about 220 million.
Balancing the risk of COVID 19 with economic crisis, and starvation, and this task is unavailing for
low- and middle-income countries people. Cancer care is a complex, expensive, time consuming and
it is becoming difficult now for the patients and their families. The care of cancer is a complex
procedure, it involves expensive and time consuming and is difficult even at the best of times.
Economic uncertainty, as well as obligations on the normal and ongoing clinical check-ups because
the pandemic complexes the complication of cancer [31-32-33-34].
Cancer care is a prolonged, and expensive treatment. It is difficult for the patients and their
families to cope with it in normal circumstances. At present due to economic uncertainties and
restrictions on the travel worldwide and within the country the care and treatment of this disease
become more difficult. At the second largest city Lahore we have just 200 beds in Shaukat Khanum
Memorial Cancer hospital, although it is considered a large hospital by public sector standards.
Although for COVID care there are 1,000 + bed hospitals in the city that have greater capacity to
offer such care quarantine services. One of the major issues lacking in this country is ICU beds and
ventilators. Shaukat Khanum Memorial Hospital devised a plan for increasing the number of
ventilators from 11 to 15 by using available resources so that it reaches up to 50 ventilator beds.
While normal inpatient beds have already converted to an ICU, to allow this expansion of beds
[35-36].
The provincial Government is also supporting the cancer hospitals by giving the major equipment
as primarily ventilators and cardiac monitors to monitor the cancer patients to operationalize the
beds. Most of the hospitals are not taking the cancer patients most were not able to travel, in any
case—and rapidly curtailed the visit of these patients for normal check-ups. The emergency cases
including chemotherapy, radiation therapy is still continued. In addition to this a third inpatient
unit has been opened for the patients having the coronavirus who are not in that stage to need an
ICU, or have just recovered from ICU. The Shaukat Khanum hospital has recently made a decision
that any spare beds are going to be used by the patients of corona patients who are unable to pay
for their treatment [35-36].
Molecular pathology labs have started providing services for COVID-19 patients testing as part of
effort against the coronavirus. Radiology services and essential imaging services are continued for
COVID patients. While all elective services and screening procedures like endoscopy has been
stopped. There is a nationwide shortage of the protective equipment’s for COVID they include
surgical gloves, N95 masks/ filtering face piece particle mask. Some of the developed textile
industries has taken a step and started manufacturing gowns and other protective clothing, and
several local manufacturers are now able to produce manufactured gowns and personal protective
clothing (PPE). Efforts of producing N95 masks are also commenced but there is a concern to
whether this can be equally efficient in current pandemic situation [31-32-33-34-35-36].
Pakistan National Disaster Management Authority has given the task to buy the personal protective
clothing and then distribute to the needy people. The demand of PPE although has been increased
globally and there is a global shortage and enormous demand everywhere in the world. In Pakistan
there is a culture of attendants to accompany along with the patients. Normally three to four
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patients accompany to each patient. Now there is a restriction on the coming of attendants with the
patients. There is also the initial screening available for all the people entering the hospitals by
checking the common COVID-19 symptoms including fever, cough and breathlessness. All those
patients are referred in separate building outside the main hospital. Following further treatment
such patients are advised to self-isolate until their results are available. Moreover, the triage centre
for patients are also opened 24 hours and number of patients seeing per day is increasing. The
separate facility in hospitals like Shaukat Khanum and other cancer hospitals has helped the
patients to be divided on the basis of treatment and now are identified easily. Separate routes of
entering for chemotherapy patients are now available as to protect the chemotherapy patients or
the patients having the severe cancer progression can be protected. This is now helping and
protecting the cancer patients as till date the rise of the corona patients is increased in Pakistan
with 1000 patients per day. There is a need in various hospitals to designate the parts as patients
with COVID infection (red) suspicious (yellow) and non COVID (green) thus the easy identification
and care could be established [35-36]. Most of the cancer and other hospitals has established the
virtual clinics for identifying and separating patients and normal individuals. Pakistan is a country
with very good mobile networks so almost 90% of the people have the mobile coverage. Pakistan
has the highest rate of mobile penetration in South Asia so consultations are also being carried out
by using the WhatsApp calling systems. Although many patients have not the WhatsApp calling but
their response is positive with the relief that they are in touch with the medical specialists.
Prescriptions and advices are also sent by using the SMS and screenshots services. The main
patients facing the problem is about the purchase of medications of cancer as well. The people are
in the financial crisis and supply of drug also changed. The strategies for treating the cancer
patients having corona virus has also been changed. There is a need for revising the protocols for
treating any patient of cancer affected by corona. Most of the liver cancer patients has been asked
to take medications like oral sorafenib for the ones who do not need the immediate visits
[31-32-33-34-35-36].
Those patients who are on chemotherapy have to wait for a longer period of time than the normal
routine or they may be treated with the additional cycles to cope with long waiting time. In
Pakistan since the beginning of COVID-19 in March 2020 new patients admitted for cancer
treatment has been reduced to one third. The patients already having the radiation treatment has
been reduced to half. According to one report out of normal treatment where 800 elective surgical
procedures has been carried out since lockdown condition the rate of that procedures goes down to
20 [35-36].
There is also a need for counselling sessions for the healthcare and support staff who are working
in this situation. Although some support session for cancer patients has already been setup by using
the telemedicine facility. Most of the cancer clinics and hospitals has seen the rapid drop of the
clinical income which are derived from the diagnostics services and pathological collection. Some
of the hospitals have also cut down the salary of the staff by 10%. Ranging from 25% reduction of
highest paid and 5% reduction of lowest paid workers. New doctors and cancer professionals are
also now hard to train and retained in resource limited environment. The patients with some
associated reasons are only admitted based on variety of factors as age, availability of appropriate
drugs, likelihood of having the complete cure etc. While most hospitals have already developed the
system to accept the patients based on the severity of disease. To date Pakistan has 199K
confirmed cases with 4000 deaths and 2729 critical patients. The cancer treatment and check-ups
are now reduced which will affect the survival and prognosis of cancer patients. There is a need to
keep going the normal check-up and facility availability to cancer patients so that they may not
suffer from corona pandemic. Immediate strategies for care for cancer and corona effected patients
need to be devised [31-32-33-34-35-36].

Challenges in the minds of people: Questions raised in people’s mind
due to fear
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Patients have developed fear, a very dark fear due to COVID-19. If left unanswered these may
cause anxiety in public and turn the situation in the worst. Therefore, it is important to address
these questions.
“Is cancer or COVID-19 going to execute them?”
“What might be the smart solution for patients to do?
“Consulting doctors are saying they have to hold and sit tight for the treatment?”
“How might they save themselves?”
There is a big question in the minds of patients “What if cancer increases, will all the past
treatment they had will be effective?” “No one is able to tell anything even doctors are scared to
treat cancer patients. This obviously portray stress and a decrease in patients to the hospitals. In
conclusion, care for cancer patients has been majorly hit all over the world. In India and Pakistan
as well, cancer care is affected badly. The serious issues in these times of COVID is faced by Cancer
patients because of their weak immune system as they are more prone to this Corona Virus disease
which the world is facing. Mortality of cancer patients has increased as cancer treatment has been
stopped and many hospitals has been totally converted to COVID Hospitals for treatment of Corona.
Travel limitations was also imposed by the central and the state government of India which also
reduced access to the hospitals during the time of lockdown. Many of the hospitals has also stopped
it’s OPD and delaying/cancelling hospital visit of cancer patients to protect them from corona
disease. Many questions have been raised and is a big challenge for all the hospitals and doctors
such as Would it be right to proceed or begin chemotherapy/radiotherapy/directed
treatment/hormonal treatment during these COVID times? What kinds of medical surgery shall be
possible during this pandemic in cancer patients? What shall be the ideal time for medical
procedure? There is an urgent need to expedite and formulate new methods and techniques to
treat, give timely advice and care for the cancer patients. As India & Pakistan are now at peak of
corona pandemic, strategies that prove effective against the corona virus need to be devised. There
is also a need to gather cancer professionals for implications of treatment strategies for seriously ill
patients. Government has to plan the exit strategy for the cancer patients who cannot wait for the
treatment.
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